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Tentpoles
Tentpoles are major events that represent
right-to-win opportunities for
newsrooms.
To earn authority and search rank on the
topic, extensive planning and
collaboration is necessary in advance to
identify top keywords and audience
questions. We can anticipate how to
answer these queries with content, earning
big wins as interest in each question peaks.
Tactics for tentpoles:
•

Searchlight Conductor keyword research

•

Provide guidance on target top keywords
and use in headlines strategically

•

Publish early and often in the lead-up, during
and after the event
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Indy 500
The goal: To be No. 1 in search results for
Indy 500 coverage on race day.
The site: Indianapolis
Top keywords from searchlight: “Indy
500” (110,000 monthly search volume)
Headline: Indy 500 live updates: Helio
Castroneves holds off Alex Palou for
historic fourth win
Pageviews: 422,000
Search percentage: 90%
Subscriptions: 19
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Indy 500
Midwest DOT and IndyStar journalists were all
equipped with extensive keyword research using
both Google Trends and Searchlight Conductor.
SEO best practices were clearly detailed and easy
to follow.
This aligned both the DOT and newsroom to
aggressively target the strongest possible
keywords to show authority and earn search
rank.
Since early April, the Indy Star drove more than
550 new digital subscriptions linked to Indy 500
content and more than 2.5 million article views.
Monthly Keyword Search Volume
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Cicadas
The goal: Answer key questions around a
rare phenomenon with how it impacts me
and my neighborhood.
The site: Cincinnati
Top keywords from searchlight: Cicada
(550K monthly search volume), Cicadas 2021
(33K), Brood X (18K)
Top Headline: Brood X: What is the life
cycle of the cicadas and how long will
they be around
Pageviews: 101,000
Search percentage: 81%
Subscriptions: 3
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Cincinnati covered wide variety of trending questions
Question: How does this impact me?
Results: 36,700 page views
Search: 78%

Question: When will it end?
Results: 30,000 page views
Search: 58%

Question: What am I looking at?
Results: 38,600 page views
Search: 48%
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IndyStar also answered key Cicada questions early and often
Question: How do I prepare?
Results: 39,600 page views
Search: 69%

Question: What are they, what do they
do?
Results: 14,900 page views
Search: 47%

Question: How long will it last?
Results: 9,500 page views
Search: 85%
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Results pages when we answer
the right questions
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NCAA postseason:
Arkansas baseball run
The goal: To be the source for the latest
news on Arkansas baseball’s postseason
run.
The sites: Fort Smith
Top keywords from searchlight:
Arkansas baseball (40K monthly search volume),
NCAA Tournament (673K)
Headline: Arkansas baseball advances to
regional championship with win over
Nebraska
Pageviews: 102,337
Search percentage: 91%

Top 7 stories: 355,317 page views

Subscriptions: 2
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NCAA postseason:
FSU softball’s ‘miracle’
run
The goal: Connect loyal audiences with the
information they need to join in the
moment.
The site: Tallahassee
Top keywords from searchlight:
FSU (110K monthly search volume), NCAA
Tournament (673K)
Headline: How to watch Florida State
softball vs. Oklahoma in Women's College
World Series on TV, live stream
Pageviews: 37,700
Search percentage: 81%
Subscriptions: 6
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NCAA postseason:
Alabama softball run
The goal: Connect loyal audiences with the
information they need to join in the
moment.
The site: Tuscaloosa
Top keywords from searchlight:
Alabama softball (14.8K monthly search
volume), College World Series (4.4K monthly
search volume), World Series (450K monthly
search volume),
NCAA Tournament (673K)
Top Headline:
2021 NCAA Women's College World Series
softball tournament bracket, schedule,
game times
Pageviews: 56,709
Search percentage: 74%

Top 10 stories for June on
Tuscaloosanews.com are Alabama
softball. They combined for 281,000
page views and all but one earned more
than 70 percent from search.
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Thank you.

